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Abstract. In order to produce data warehouse systems that reflect organizational 
decisional needs, development should be rooted in the goals and decisions of or-
ganizations. The goal-decision-information model and associated information 
elicitation techniques for decision making are presented. There are four main 
techniques, Ends analysis, Means analysis, Critical Success Factor analysis, and 
Outcome Feedback analysis. Using these, the requirements engineer is able to 
elicit the required information as well as the sub decisions of a given decision. 
The elicitation techniques are then applied to these sub decisions. The elicita-
tion process ends when all decisions/sub decisions have been thus processed. A 
comparison of this approach is made with data base driven and ER driven de-
velopment approaches to data warehouse development to show that it produces 
systems that fit well with decisional requirements. 
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1   Introduction 

Enterprise information systems come to us in many forms ranging from early ‘pack-
ages’ like payroll systems to those addressing application domains like hotel reserva-
tion systems, full enterprises like ERP systems and through to systems supporting 
cross organization operations like supply chain management. Notice that this evolu-
tion considers the class of functional/transactional systems. However, there is another 
way of looking at enterprises, not in terms of what they do but in terms of the deci-
sions that they have to make. In this approach, information generated as a trace of 
functions/transactions carried out is not interesting per se. Rather it is the management 
decisions that need to be taken to change enterprise operation that comes to the fore. 
Therefore, now information is a record of what happened and it can be analysed to 
reveal trends, patterns, associations etc. that can be used to take decisions. This is the 
area of enterprise information systems as supported by Data Warehouse (DW) tech-
nology and we shall refer to these as decisional enterprise systems in contrast to the 
other functional enterprise systems. 

Decisional enterprise systems share a number of common problems with the func-
tional class. An important one is the issue of fitment: can we ensure that the decisions 
made in organizations are indeed supported by the information contained in the data 
warehouse? Is the Data warehouse a faithful representation of the information that is 
to be kept in the warehouse? In other words, the problem is of building data ware-
houses whose content fits well with information needed for decision making. 
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In this paper, we will show that the Goal-Decision-Information or GDI approach 
[Pra04, Pra08] when supported by appropriate information elicitation technique pro-
mote a direct relationship between DW information contents and the decisions of 
interest. We propose four elicitation techniques, Ends analysis, Means analysis, Out-
come Feedback analysis, and Critical Success Factor analysis. These techniques are 
applied to an initial, given set of decisions to determine decision parameters. An 
analysis of these parameters is then carried out to determine those which are sub deci-
sions of the initial decision, and those which are information to be kept in the Ware-
house. Elicitation is done for each sub decision so discovered. The elicitation process 
ends when no further decisions are to be processed.  

This paper is organized in three main sections. The next section, Section II, consid-
ers the DW in the organizational context. It presents the GDI approach and the man-
ner in which it can be supported to arrive at the information contents of the data 
warehouse to-be. Section III contains a comparison of the proposed technique with 
conventional data warehouse development life cycles. This comparison is based on 
experience of developing a data warehouse using database driven, ER driven, and 
GDI driven techniques respectively. 

2   DW in the Organizational Context 

In this section, we present a technique that arrives at DW information contents 
through an exploration of organizational goals, associated decisions to meet these, and 
information relevant to decision making.  

2.1   The Goal-Decision-Information (GDI) Model  

The basic assumption of the GDI model is that since a data warehouse system is used 
for decision-making, any model that is developed must be rooted in the essential na-
ture of decision-making. According to [Mon86] the decision-making process consists 
of three phases, (a) intelligence, that involves searching for conditions that call for 
decisions, (b) design, which involves inventing, developing, and analyzing possible 
courses of actions, and (c) choice, which implies the selection of a course of action 
from those available. 

We model [Pra08] the notion of ‘conditions that call for decisions’ through the 
concept of a goal. We view a goal as an aim or objective that is to be met. A goal is a 
passive concept and it cannot perform or cause any action to be performed; it is non-
operational. As shown in Fig.1, a goal can be either simple or complex. A simple goal 
cannot be decomposed into simpler one. A complex goal is built out of other goals 
which may itself be simple or complex. The component goals of a complex one may 
be in an AND/OR relationship with one another.  This is in accordance with goal 
modelling approaches of traditional Requirements engineering. 

The Requirements engineering view [Pra08] suggests that goals ‘guide decisions’. 
So, we naturally get the second concept of the GDI model, that of a Decision. For us, 
a decision is a specification of an active component that causes goal fulfillment. As 
shown in Fig.1, a decision can be either simple or complex. A simple decision cannot  
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Fig. 1. The GDI Model (taken from [Pra08]) 

be decomposed into simpler ones whereas a complex decision is built out of other 
simple or complex decisions. Fig. 1 also shows that there is a relationship between 
goals and decisions through the association ‘is influenced by’ between goals and deci-
sions. This association identifies the decisions which when taken can lead to goal 
satisfaction. 

According to [Mar91] information is the critical resource for decision-making. 
This is captured, in Fig. 1, by the association is required for between decisions and 
decisional information. The is required for ensures that only relevant information is 
associated with decisions. 

Notice the strong embedding of the GDI diagram in the larger decision making en-
vironment of an organization. For a decision-maker the primary task is to take the 
appropriate decision and obtaining information is the means to do it. Thus, the GDI 
diagram-decision-maker interaction is done in terms of the goals, decisions, and in-
formation that the decision makers see and work with. The decisions and information 
here are necessarily high level and a number of details remain hidden. For example, 
one may only identify Market Profile as the information needed without making it 
precise, what comprises it? How does it translate to the data structure to be kept in the 
Data Warehouse? How shall it be physically organized? This is in consonance with 
our desire to establish a broad alignment between organizational needs for decision 
making information and a specification of what shall be kept in the DW.  

The GDI diagram is obtained by instantiating the GDI model with the relevant 
goals, decisions, information and relationships between these. As an example, consider 
a vehicle manufacturing company that has one of its goals as Provide Responsible 
After Sales Service. Now, an important decision that influences this goal is to Recall 
Product and requires information about the suppliers of the company, the material 
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supplied by them, customer complaints, customer data, inspection reports of faulty 
products etc. This goal-decision-information data is used to instantiate the GDI model. 

2.2   Eliciting Information 

The GDI diagram suggests a three stage elicitation process for goals, decisions and 
information respectively as shown in Fig. 2. 

Goal 
Elicitation

Decision 
Elicitation

Information 
Elicitation

 

Fig. 2. The Three Stage Goal-Decision-Information Process 

Our interest in this paper is in the information elicitation stage that addresses the 
problem, given a set of decisions elicit information relevant to these. 

We introduce our elicitation technique by describing a tool called Raju whose  
architecture is shown in Fig. 3. There are four main components, Decision Parameter 
Guide, Information Identifier, Decision Identifier and the Verifier. All these interact 
with the repository of Raju. Conceptually, this repository is organized in three parts. 
The first part contains the goals of the organization, the second contains the set of 
decisions, and the third contains the parameters of the decisions. These parts are  
related to one another. The Goal and Decision parts are linked together by the Goal-
Decision relationship to keep track of which goal is satisfied by which decision. Simi-
larly, the Decision and Parameter parts are linked together to keep a record of which 
parameter is relevant to which decision.  

The four main components of Raju carry out specific functions as follows: 

Decision Parameter Guide (DPG): This component is organized in four parts corre-
sponding to the elicitation strategies of Critical Success Factor, Ends, Means and 
Outcome Feedback analysis respectively. The engineer is offered a menu of these and 
is thereafter guided to enter the material required by the selected strategy. As we shall 
see later, each strategy culminates in identifying the parameters of relevance to the 
decision being explored. Decision parameters can be interpreted either as sub deci-
sions of the decision or as information relevant to the decision. Once the parameter of 
decision is identified then this distinction can be made by going to the Information 
Identifier. 

Information Identifier: This component supports the application of heuristics that 
determine whether a given parameter is to be interpreted as information or not. These 
heuristics identify a number of properties of parameters and if the parameter  
possesses any one or more of these, then the parameter is treated as information oth-
erwise not. 
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Fig. 3. The Architecture of Raju 

Sub Decision Identifier: As its name implies, the Decision Identifier processes pa-
rameters to identify which of these are to be treated as sub decisions. 

Verifier: The verifier looks to see that 
• All initial decisions and those produced by the Decision Identifier have gone 

through the requirements engineering process, 

• All parameters of all decisions have been identified as either information or 
decisions. 

We briefly review the elicitation techniques available in Raju. These are Critical Suc-
cess Factor (CSF) Analysis, Ends Analysis, Means Analysis, and Outcome Feedback 
Analysis.   

2.2.1   CSF Analysis 
According to (Wet91) most managers have a portfolio of 4-8 critical factors on which 
their success or failure depends. The essential question here is to identify the parame-
ters that must be monitored to ensure that these factors remain in control. This control 
is carried out by appropriate decision making. Therefore, CSF analysis provides  
structure (Mon86) to the decision-maker/requirements engineer interaction thereby 
reducing the chance of including irrelevant data in the decisional system.  

CSF Analysis is a three step process consisting of (a) CSF determination, (b) de-
termination of CSF parameters, and (c) determination of properties of parameters. 
CSF analysis for a decision is complete when all its CSFs have been determined and 
steps (b) and (c) have been carried out for each of these 
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Fig. 4. Obtaining CSF and its parameters 

Raju provides the user interface shown in Fig. 4 for CSF elicitation. The top of the 
screen of Fig. 3, shows that requirements engineering for the decision Add new 
Pharmacy for the goal Improve health care  is being done. The left hand side of the 
screen allows the requirements engineer to either enter the CSF affected by the deci-
sion or to select an existing CSF for modification. In the latter case, selection can be 
made from the list displayed.  

The screen shows that a new CSF, Prompt medicine delivery, has been entered and 
that its parameter is waiting time of patient. In general, these may be more than one 
parameter for a given CSF. 

2.2.2   End Analysis 
The second elicitation process in Raju is Ends Analysis. ‘Ends’ refers to the result 
achieved by a decision. It identifies a concrete change in the organization that is a con-
sequence of the decision. Ends analysis, is the identification of information needed to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the end to be achieved. The decision-maker/requirements 
engineer interaction is centred round determining the parameters of interest in estimat-
ing this effectiveness.  As shown by (Wet91) for an order processing system, parameters 
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required to evaluate the end “provide customer service” are, for example, customer 
credit status and payment history. 

The needed parameters are again obtained in Raju by following a three step elicita-
tion process. These steps are (i) determining Ends, (ii) determining the effectiveness 
measures of the Ends, and (iii) determining the parameters pertaining to evaluating 
the effectiveness. The relevant screen of Raju is shown in Fig. 5. Similar to the CSF 
analysis screen, on the left hand side of Fig. 4 Raju elicits the Ends of the decision.  
As before, an option exists to modify existing Ends. The right hand side of the screen 
contains boxes for entering the effectiveness measure as well as the parameters that 
help to evaluate the effectiveness measure. 

The example shown in Fig.5 is for the same decision, Add new pharmacy, as be-
fore. An End of this decision is Full utilization of the new pharmacy, the effectiveness 
measure of this end is Service provided and one of the parameters of this measure is 
Amount of medicine distributed.  

 

Fig. 5. Ends Analysis for Obtaining Decision Parameters 

2.2.3   Means Analysis 
Means analysis, is the identification of parameters needed to evaluate the efficiency of 
the means adopted to produce the ends. Thus, the requirements engineer/stakeholder 
interaction is now centered round eliciting parameters that provide information on the 
efficiency of the means adopted for each decision.  
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Fig 6. Obtaining Decision Parameters through Means Analysis 

Fig. 6 shows an example of means analysis for the decision Add new pharmacy. It is 
possible to cerate the new pharmacy by splitting the existing pharmacy into two or by 
creating an altogether new pharmacy. The figure shows the second of these means to add 
a new pharmacy. The efficiency of the means can be evaluated by the efficiency criteria, 
resources needed and a parameter for this efficiency measure is operational zing cost. 

2.2.4   Outcome Feedback Analysis 
Sterman (Ste89) noted the crucial role played by outcome feedback and changes in 
the environment in management behaviour. Once a decision is taken, it produces an 
outcome. This outcome changes the environment and eventually feeds back into the 
outcome of the decision forming a feedback cycle.  It follows that outcome feedback 
can help in discovering decision parameters by considering the environmental effects 
that a decision produces. 

We illustrate the manner in which Raju supports outcome feedback analysis. Con-
sider the decision Add new pharmacy once again. Addition of a new pharmacy shall 
affect the perception and behavior of the dispensary in which it is added. For example, 
there may be an increase in the registered members of the health service, which may 
lead to requirement of additional medical staff which in turn affects the pharmacies of 
the dispensary. Thus, we find a feedback cycle which starts off from the outcome of 
the decision, goes through the organization and returns back to the outcome. The 
screen of Fig. 7 shows this situation.  
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Fig. 7. Eliciting Parameters through Outcome Feedback Analysis 

In the foregoing example we have one outcome that causes the feedback loop to 
close by reaching Add new pharmacy. In general, it is possible that a number of out-
comes may be gone through before the starting decision is reached. Raju allows for 
this by allowing a number of outcomes to be entered. The one whose parameters are 
to be defined is selected and the parameters entered in the box on the screen. The 
closure of the feedback loop, that is, the outcome Add new pharmacy, in our example, 
is not entered in the outcome list. 

2.3   Information Identifier 

Raju uses heuristics to determine whether a parameter obtained through the Decision 
Parameter Guide is information or decision. These are as follows. 

1. A parameter whose history is to be maintained. For example, registered mem-
bers for the last five years. The history of the parameter registered members 
must be available for the last 5 years.  

2. A parameter expressed category-wise. This category can be formed on temporal 
basis, for example, month-wise or on some semantic criterion like age wise, 
designation-wise etc. 

3. A parameter that is a report or document.  
4. A parameter that is obtained by applying a function like Count of, Average etc.  
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5. A parameter involving comparison. For example, comparison of our perform-
ance against others. 

The example in Fig. 8 is for the parameter, number of patients serviced. It is seen 
that it is a report, its history is to be maintained, and the function max is to be applied. 
That is the report should contain a five year history of the maximum number patients 
serviced per year. Since this parameter satisfies more than one heuristic, it is informa-
tion that is relevant to the decision with which the parameter, number of patients, is 
associated. 

 

Fig. 8. Identifying Parameters as Information 

2.4   Sub Decision Identifier 

The sub decision identifier is charged with (a) determining which parameters are 
decisions, (b) determining the interrelationships between these newly postulated deci-
sions and (c) applying our requirements engineering process of parameter elicitation 
etc. to each of these decisions.  

Assume that P parameters were elicited for a decision and out of these I parameters 
are identified as information. Then (P-I) parameters are decision candidates. These (P-
I) decisions may be related to one another. The requirements engineer elicits these 
relationships through a dependency graph. The dependency graph represents which 
decision is dependent upon which other one. As an example consider the Add new 
pharmacy decision once again. Let the parameters P for this decision be 
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P = { waiting time of patients, operationalizing time, operationalizing cost, 
change in patients serviced, additional medical staff, change in registration, 
amount of medicine disbursed, patient serving capacity, average waiting time} 

Let the parameters I identified as information be 
I = {waiting time of patients serviced, operationalizing time, operationalizing 
cost, change in patients serviced, change in registration, amount of medicine dis-
bursed, average waiting time} 

Therefore, the parameters that are decisions, D, are 
D = {additional medical staff, patient serving capacity} 

The parameters contained in D are shown on the left hand side of the screen of Fig. 9. 
Now, the requirements engineer draws a dependency graph on the right hand side of the 
screen by dragging and dropping the parameters. This dependency graph shows the 
decisions that are dependent on one another. Thus, starting from Add new pharmacy a 
hierarchy of decisions is constructed by the Sub Decision Identifier that shows which 
decision is the sub decision of which one. This hierarchy is stored in the repository. The 
newly discovered decisions are now sent through the requirements engineering process 
recursively till no new decisions are left. 

 

Fig. 9. Building the dependency graph 
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3   Impact: Comparison  

A comparison of our approach with goal oriented techniques in requirements engi-
neering has been made in (Pra08). Here we compare our approach to DW develop-
ment with other prevalent approaches. A detailed description of this is available in 
(Pra09). 

An operational database for a health organization was available to us. This organi-
zation runs a number of dispensaries all over the country. The database maintains data 
about each dispensary of the health scheme. To avail of health services in a dispen-
sary, one must be registered in the health scheme and then opt for the most convenient 
dispensary. Information about the registered members in the health scheme as well as 
in the dispensary is maintained in the database. Additionally, the database keeps track 
of the doctors, pharmacies, laboratories and other facilities of the dispensary. Each 
visit of the registered member, the disease, diagnosis, prescriptions, recommended 
tests and their results etc. are also kept track of. Inventory information of medicines, 
X-ray films and other consumable and non-consumable items is maintained. When 
any of these gets depleted, it is indented from recognized chemists and the central 
store of the health scheme. 

 
1. The Golfarelli (Gol99) life cycle:  Start development with database schema. 
This scheme assumes that the data contents of the operational databases more or less 
define the information contents of the data warehouse system to be built. Thus, a 
conversion of these into star/snowflake schemas is the major activity to be carried out. 
The basic idea is to examine each relation defined in the database(s) and identify 
whether it is a fact or a dimension. We believe that due to this, the technique is lim-
ited to the information in the database and identification of external sources and any 
other internal sources is difficult. 

We used Oracle SQL Developer and Data Modeling tool Version: 1.5.1 (Ora) for 
developing the star schema of the health schema. The tool asked us to manually iden-
tify the relations that are facts and those that are dimensions. The dimension hierar-
chies and hierarchy levels were also to be specified manually. Based on this input, the 
tool created a snowflake schema. In applying this technique, we were not able to find 
any significant guidance on how to decide which relation is a fact or a dimension. 
Experience in applying the basic definitions of facts and dimensions available in the 
area of data warehousing, is essential. 

Now consider deciding what historical data is to be maintained. Again, where tem-
poral information is available in the operational database, one can assume that histori-
cal information shall also be needed in the data warehouse environment. For example, 
in our database, the date when a patient was examined is available. However, such 
temporal data was not available for indenting of depleted material. We needed to know 
if this is to be included in the data warehouse for projecting inventory requirements or 
not. Again this is ad-hoc and experience based and no guidance was available to us. 
Similarly, we found the definition of aggregates to be ad-hoc and experience based.  

Involving stakeholders to look at every relation to identify facts is certainly possi-
ble but, in the absence of guidance, it is very ad-hoc and unsystematic. Stakeholders 
who are decision makers in an organization are not used to thinking in terms of rela-
tions and their mappings to data warehouse structures.  
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Finally, there is no articulation of the decision capability supported. Thus, if a deci-
sion maker wants to know what decisions are supported or whether a given decision is 
supported then it is not possible to do so. This is because no relationship is established 
between the data and the decision for which it might be relevant. 

 
2. The Hüseman life cycle (Hüs00) that  uses the ER schema 
The ER diagram of our health schema was not available to us. Therefore, we devel-
oped it from the documentation of the health scheme and the relational schema of the 
operational database. The requirements engineering problem is centered round the 
conversion of the ER schema into star/snowflake schemas.  

Again, as for the database oriented approach, the assumption is that data warehouse 
contents are more or less available in the ER diagrams. Again, due to this, the tech-
nique is limited to the information in the ER schemas and identification of external 
sources and any other internal sources is difficult. 

Regarding maintaining history it is to be noted that the ER schema does not spe-
cifically cater to temporal information and the real focus is on entities, relationships 
and attributes. This was true about our health scheme ER diagram as well which does 
not contain any temporal information. Therefore, deciding on whether or not histori-
cal data is to be kept was difficult in the absence of any guideline.  Again deciding on 
aggregation of data from the ER diagram is hard in the absence of any guidelines to 
do so. There is no provision in the ER technique that makes its developer examine 
aggregates. Though one can define derived attributes, summarized information as 
required in data warehouses is not systematically investigated in this approach. 

Lastly, there is no effort made in relating the ER diagram to the decision making 
capability to be provided. Therefore, it is not possible to know whether information 
for a given decision could be found in the data warehouse or not. In other words, it is 
not possible to know the decision capability supported by the data warehouse. 

 
3. The Goal-Decision-Information Approach 
Now, let us consider the approach adopted in this paper and the use of Raju. This 
approach distinguishes between transactions/functions that are required for opera-
tional systems and the managerial decisions to be taken. Identification of these 
managerial decisions is outside the scope of the work reported here. In terms of  
Fig. 2, this identification refers to the upstream activities of decision and goal elicita-
tion respectively. 

For the health scheme example, we arrived at goals and decisions through an in-
formal interview process and from the health scheme documentation available with 
us. Our experience is that this is a non-trivial exercise and appropriate elicitation 
techniques for this have to be developed. 

The initial set of goals and decisions were entered into Raju. Clearly, the identified 
information is obtained in an unstructured form. No effort is made to determine facts 
and dimensions or to move to the star/snowflake schema. The focus in Raju is on 
information elicitation rather than on information structuring. As a result, the thought 
process of the requirements engineer is channeled and the requirements engineering 
team is made to focus on the task at hand.  

There is a close relationship between decisions and the information relevant to 
these. Additionally, since Raju starts off with an initial set of decisions, the decision 
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making capability is well defined and it is possible to know what is and what is not 
supported by a data warehouse.  

The information obtained may be unstructured but it is possible to identify its 
properties through Raju. Thus, it is possible to identify historical data and the number 
of years of history required as well as aggregates. This became quite evident in the 
health scheme example and only reinforced the use of heuristics of Fig. 8. 

4   Conclusion 

There is marked difference between the fitment issue in data warehouse systems and 
traditional information systems. This difference arises because the former are oriented 
towards decision making done by managers whereas the latter support transac-
tions/functions performed by ‘end users’. To do rational decision making, managers 
need information about the state of the organization and expectations of various 
stakeholders. The identification of this information is therefore a crucial issue. Poorly 
identified information leads to data warehouses that do not meet the requirements of 
managers. In contrast, when support is to be provided for transactions/functions then 
the identification of these functions is crucial. Additionally, the process model should 
fit well with that of the organization. 

We have shown in this paper that the focus of database driven and ER driven life 
cycles seems to be not so much on information identification as on determination of 
facts and dimensions. Indeed this focus is very pronounced and even the determina-
tion of historical and aggregated information is not easily supported by these life 
cycles. In other words, interest is in determining the structure of the star/snowflake 
schemata from given information. This begs the issue of identification of needed 
information. 

The support provided by Raju for the GDI approach elicits information relevant to 
decisions of interest to managers. This information is broad, top-level but has the 
property that aggregates and historical information can be identified. An additional 
step of conversion to data warehouse schemata is necessary. Our assumption is that 
this can be done using the notions of information scenarios and SSQL reported in 
[Pra08]. 

This leaves us with investigating the upstream activities, decision elicitation and 
goal elicitation parts of Fig. 2. We have started investigating the decision elicitation 
part. 
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